A year after the Nazi rise to power, the Austrian Jewish writer, Hermann Broch, published an essay titled, "The Spirit in an Unspiritual Age." In it, he writes: "Humanity today has been overtaken by a peculiar contempt for words, a contempt that is almost revulsion… never before…has the world so candidly and openly admitted that words mean nothing and, moreover, that any attempt at mutual understanding and agreement is not even worth the effort. Never before has it been resigned so openly to thinking that the only means it could, or should, use, is power… ". 1 When I first stumbled upon this essay I regarded it as a strange historical document. Its strangeness had to do with its use of language, which appears hyperbolic until one considers that it immediately preceded-and in that sense warned us against-the creeping murderousness of the Nazi regime. In that context, it appears as a flailing attempt to describe an unprecedented moment in history, one in which modernity was fulfilling its most terrifying promises.
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Broch continues, "Over and over again, humanity loses its language…time and again humanity is thrown back to the muteness of its dim origins… This mute silence weighs heavily on a world that has lost language and spirit, for it has put its faith in power…". 2 Here, Broch strains to find language adequate to convey the drama of what he's witnessing. Using the grand, universalizing language of "humanity" to suggest a realm of values, the tautology of "mute silence" to concretize what might otherwise remain too abstract, and the mythologizing character of "dim origins" to remind of us of the possibility of a return to dust, Broch paints a picture of a bellicose world, whose techniques of power ironically include banishing language.
What did he really mean by a failure of language? One thing he meant was that people no longer understood each other. His metaphor was Babel. "Not the voices of dialogue and discourse, but muddled voices, as if from a broken loudspeaker, each shouting down and drowning out the others, a Babel of languages and ideas ignoring each other…".
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Babel demonstrates that the best way for a sovereign to maintain power is to sow division and confusion, to render our language meaningless, to shut down our attempts to organize. Broch continues: "The easy confidence that people could persuade one another by means of words and language has been radically lost…Each one knows that the other speaks a different language, inhabits a different value-system… The merchant cannot persuade the soldier, nor the soldier the merchant, and they understand each other only to the extent that each concedes the other's right to use whatever means he has at his disposal, to employ his own values ruthlessly….". It's interesting that the word this writer uses to describe the press (whether a slip or not) is "wanton," implicitly comparing its shameless reporting of (so-called)
falsehoods to sexual immodesty in women. By linking his critique of free speech to a fantasy about the dangers of libidinous, out-of-control women, and by hoping aloud that Trump will continue to punish them, the writer reveals both an insecurity vis-à-vis the power of feminized (wanton) discourse and a hostility to women that's not incidental to the attack on democratic institutions, but is situated at its very core. Two further posts seemed to confirm this. The following predates Trump's victory: "Dear Government: you are not a pimp and America sure ain't your whore." The author of this post, a soldier, a self-proclaimed Deplorable, is in a fury over his emasculation, his imagined position as whore to an empowered black man. It is the precursor to the post that appeared after the election, a banner reading: Donald Trump: Finally Someone with Balls. These posts position Obama, the unnamed object of derision here, as both too "masculine" and too "feminine," too much of a pimp, and not enough of a man. This crisis of language affects both the way power speaks to the people and the way the people are able to speak back. The right pretends, however, that while the country itself has been sick, language has never been more robust, more reduced to its (pseudo-masculine) essence. "I know words," Trump says. "I have the best words."
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According to experts, they are pitched at a fourth grade level, 10 all the better to demonstrate the contempt for words. Here are some of Trump's strategies for "broadshouldered" rhetoric: lubricates their imagination by talking like they talk, by putting a Big Mac on a china plate, allowing for the identificatory logic of porn. For a moment, they imagine that they are sharing in his experience, jet-setting around the country, sleeping on featherbeds, and grabbing all the women they like. He is their onscreen actor, their proxy, and though they know they don't have a six pack or the stamina of a twenty year old, for a moment they imagine that that perfect ten actress is accessible to them.
These are just a few of the techniques being used to chip away at the potency of words. Our ability to respond effectively is hampered by the sheer volume of offenses that are no longer disqualifying. From his mocking of a disabled reporter to his demeaning of a gold star family, the litany of offenses becomes overly familiar, functioning like clichés, like words defanged. We are sputtering. The words we have found are inadequate for representing the dangers of elevating and rewarding brutality, of handing power to those whose only expertise is the exploitation of the weak. To call this "alarming" risks understating the gravity of our situation, while dramatic claims and gestures about teetering on the brink of tyranny risk being dismissed as hysterics. For Hermann Broch, a writer's job was to represent his era. And by Hitler's reign, when reality was unrecognizable, realism was no longer adequate to the task. Like many of the modernists, Broch became wildly experimental in an attempt to reflect a distorted world.
I'm reminded of a scene in Kafka's The Trial in which K, the protagonist, notices a painting in his lawyer's house. It depicts a man in judge's robes seated on a throne.
Rather than posing in dignity, the man looks as if he's about to "spring up at any moment in a violent and perhaps wrathful outburst." 11 We learn that the man who looks like a judge isn't a judge at all. He's actually a man "so small he's almost tiny" and rather than sitting on a throne, he's really on a kitchen stool covered in horsehair blanket. Kafka, 106. 13 For Shklovsky, "defamiliarization" was a technique whose purpose was aesthetic rather than political. But because the technique is used to make one notice a world that's no longer seen, it could be usefully employed to combat the normalization of outrageous gestures and policies in the political sphere. See Shklovsky.
